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Carbon stripping foils produced by the jlow
discharge cracking of ethylene were produced and the
foils were tested in the Argonne FN tandem accelerator.
The results are presented and the characteristics of
stripping media are discussed.
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I. Introduction

Gaseous and solid electron stripping media are used in tandem electro-
static accelerators for ion polarity reversal. Additional effects of the strip-
ping medium on the transmitted ion beam are not desired. The ideal stripping
medium is characterized by the production of a positive ion beam with a high
average charge state and with a small energy straggling. Also, additional
divergence introduced into the beam by multiple scattering should be small and
the stripper should have an infinite or very long lifetime.

The need for a high mean charge state to achieve maximum energy gain
often eliminates gaseous media from consideration as strippers for heavy
ions, A ^ 16. Charge-state distributions for a number of heavy ions have been
compiled by Betzl' for O2 and carbon strippers. A density effect strongly
favors solid ns)

The energy straggling introduced by a stripping media should be as
small as possible so as to maintain the excellent beam quality available from
electrostatic accelerators•. In systems utilizing beam bunching, such as the
Argonne superconducting linac, this requirement is especially crucial. Addi-
tional energy straggling introduced by the stripper is translated into a longer
ion pulse at the nuclear target. For arc-evaporated carbon foils used as
strippers, the energy straggling has been found to increase as t^,. where t is
the thickness of the foil^• The technique can be used inversely to determine
the thickness of carbon foils when the energy straggling is calibrated with
standard foils of known thickness. Although the absolute energy straggling
may differ for different carbon structures, the thickness variation is expected
to remain.

The transmission of ions through the accelerator is dependent on the
emittance of the ion beam and the electrostatic focusing of the accelerator
tubes. Multiple scattering of the ion beam by the stripper increases the
divergence of the beam. The net contribution to the transverse emittance is
minimized by placing a waist at the stripper. Since the multiple scattering
increases with projectile mass and stripper thickness, media only as thick as
necessary to produce charge state equilibrium should be used. Self—supporting
solid strippers, generally carbon films, are always thicker than necessary for
charge state equilibrium at the terminal energies of existing electrostatic
accelerators. A frequently observed characteristic of carbon strippers is a
decrease in transmitted beam intensity as the foil irradiation time increases.
Presumably, this effect is due to the thickening of the foil by ion beam
cracking of residual hydrocarbons, although the effect has been observed in
ultra-high vacuum systems with very low hydrocarbon partial pressures. The
hydrocarbons may be liberated by beam heating of apertures in the vicinity of
the foil*>9).

Whereas a gaseous stripper can be continuously renewed, solid
strippers are subject to radiation—induced damage and eventual destruction.
The precise mechanism for the destruction is not known, but the macroscopic
features of the. process have been widely observed. The thin film of carbon
becomes taut around the edges while the beam spot itself acquires a mirror-
like appearance. The tension in the foil increases until rupture finally
occurs. Several authors5>6,7) have suggested that the time to rupture of carbon



foils is dependent on the integrated radiation dose and varies inversely with
the nuclear stopping power, S,,. Dobberstein et al. have related this to the
energy required to produce a Frenkel defect in crystalline solids. Livingston,
et al.°' have suggested the reduced lifetime, t, which satisfies the empirical
formula: T(pua min/mm2) = A«E1#15(Mev/amu). A varies from A~ 60 for *4N to
A = 5 for "{ji. They found that at low velocities the lifetimes of carbon
strippers decreased faster than 1/S . Because the lifetime of arc-evaporated
carbon stripping foils can become very short for heavy ions, considerable effort
has been devoted to the investigation of the properties of carbon strippers
prepared by other methods.

H. Testing Carbon Foil Lifetimes

The comparison of the effectiveness of different stripper foils
requires a uniform testing environment. The lifetime of carbon stripper foils
is known to depend upon many variables including the ion species, energy, and
the intensity, as well as the accelerator characteristics such as the beam
position, stability and the size of the beam at the stripper. Foil-mounting
techniques such as slackening the film^O), mounting a gridl^jlO)^ and moving
the filnr--'-) , have also been shown to effect the lifetime. Although stripper
performance is only directly measurable in beam tests in the terminal of a
tandem accelerator, many experiments have been done after acceleration usinjj
the positive exit beam. This type of test allows excellent control over para-
meters such as the beam spot size, foil position, and the residual pressure.
Extensive instrumentation is possible, allowing the simultaneous measurement
of many attributes, but the time available for such tests is usually very
limited. In tandem terminal tests, however, time is not a critical factor if
the beam time can be shared with other experiments. Although the foil position
is remote and instrumentation is difficult, the dose-response curve of the foil
is directly determined in terms of the quantities of primary importance: the
useful lifetime, the beam transmission, and the energy straggling.

The lifetime of a carbon foil has been variously defined by different
investigators. In tests performed in beamline scattering chambers, foil rupture
has often been the criteria, since it is easily observed and marks a definite
transition. In terminal tests, however, incomplete foil breakage will only
cause a reduction in beam intensity or possibly a decrease in voltage stability
or beam directional stability. We have chosen to measure the lifetime as the
dose required to reduce the transmission of the foil and accelerator to 70% of
its initial value. The transmission is measured as the ratio of the injected
current to the analyzed current of the most probable charge state. Frequently,
experiments cannot tolerate a larger fluctuation in intensity.

III. Foil Testing Facility at ANL

To enable foil testing while sharing beamtime with other experimenters,
a microcomputer controlled stripper indexer was mounted in the terminal of the
Argonne FN tandem. The system is shown in Figure 1. The indexer operates
similarly to the one developed at Munich^'. A punched mylar tape driven by an



NEC 230 position changer is read and the position is transmitted by the com-
puter on a fiber-optic lick. A base computer decodes the signal and displays
the position. Figure 2 is a block diagram of the system. The indexer allows
complex foil loadings with many foil types, yet particular foils can be located
and tested or used as required. To simplify data acquisition another computer
is used to monitor and control the Faraday cup positions and record the mea-
sured currents.

Energy straggling measurements can be made using the beam bunching
system of the Argonne superconducting linac which is described elsewhere*"»^'.

IV. Production of Cracked Ethylene Foils

During the past year the primary emphasis of our foil development
program has been the reproduction of the encouraging results reported by
Daresbury*'), Chalk River °' and Oak Ridge1") for foils produced by cracking
ethylene in a glow discharge. Figure 3 shows the apparatus, which is modeled
closely upon that of J. Gallant. Table 1 compares the techniques used by the
several groups. The techniques appear equivalent in most respects» although the
ORNL and Daresbury groups report significantly lower deposition rates than the
CRNL a"d ANL groups. We have used thinner release agents than the other
researchers. The use of a thinner release agent was prompted by the occurence
of sparking in the discharge when thicker layers were used. The sparking was
reduced by first cleaning the substrate with a preliminary pure Ar discharge.
The Ar discharge was found to reduce thft carbon deposition rate of the
subsequent 90% C2H4 + 10% Ar discharge, presumably by changing the surface
structure of the NaCl. The Ar cleaning was only done for a few seconds to
reduce this effect. Figure 4 shows typical voltage and current characteristics
of two successive 5 second glow discharges of the ethylene -Ar mixture follow-
ing a brief pure Ar cleaning dischai-ge. The small amount of sparking evident
in the first discharge is completely absent in the second. These two discharges
produced a foil with areal density of about 10 ug/cm- as estimated from trans-
mission measurements.

V. Results and Discussion

Preliminary results of testing these foils in the Argonne FN tandem
have been disappointing. Table 2 shows a comparison of the results obtained
by the different groups and the testing condition under which they were acquired.
The wide disparity in testing technique makes the comparison difficult, but
three of the groups report large increases in stripper lifetimes with glow-
discharge foils. Our failure to reproduce these results suggests that factors
important to the success of the process remain unknown. The presence or
absence of trace contaminants is a possibility, or perhaps the substrate or
release agent differ in some significant but subtle respect. We hope to be able
to delineate these differences after additional work. Future plans also include
a direct comparison of the performance of carbon strippers supplied by other
laboratories by testing in the Argonne FN tandem.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of glow discharge techniques. The CRNL data
Is from Ref. 18, the ORNL data is from Ref. 19, and the Daresbury data is
from Ref. 9 and 17.

ANL CRNL ORNL DARESBURY

Cathode
Area/type

(CM2)

Cathode-Anode
Spacing (CM)

Gas

Pressure
(Torr)

Current
Density

(ma-cm )

161
Metal

Release
Agent

m" )

Deposition
Rate

-2
cm •

)

Discharge
Voltage (KV)

Estimated
Thickness

1.5

2-10
NACL

1.0

3.0-3.5

5-10

128
Metal

7.3

58
Metal

25
Glass

90% C2H4

10% AR

0.08
Flowing

90% C2H4

10% AR

0.08
Static

90% C2H

10% AR

0.10
Flowing

1.3

15
NCAL

1.0

1.7

15
NACL

0.1

2.5 1.9-2.8

90% C2HZ

10% AR

0.10
Flowing

1.0

NACL

0.08

5-10 2-10

1.5-3.5

5-15

(ug'cm )



TABLE 2. Comparison of glow discharge stripper foil test conditions
and results. Data is from same references as Table 1.

Test
Beam

Beam Intensity
(Va)

Beam Energy
(MEV)

Terminal Test

Lifetime
Definition

Lifetime
Increase
Factor

ANL

58N

0.5

8.0

Yes

.71o

1

CRNL

127X

1.0

4.9

Yes

.51o

10-20

ORNL

35CL

0.35

10.0

No

Rupture

5-20

DARESBURY

40AR

0.7

4.8

No

Rupture

25



Figure Captions

Figure 1. The terminal foil indexer and computer in their double shielded
boxes showing the mylar punched tape.

Figure 2. Block diagram of foil indexer and terminal communication system.

Figure 3. The apparatus used for the production of glow discharge carbon
foils.

Figure h. Typical voltage and current characteristics of a glow discharge.
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